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Backup dialer modules, Model(s) 5140DLM

Eight-zone remote point Class A interface modules, Model(s) 4208SNF

Eight-zone remote point modules, Model(s) 4208SN, 4208U

Enclosures, Model(s) 5800BOX

End-of-line resistors, Model(s) 4100EOLR, EOL100, EOL20, EOL22, EOL82, EOLR470K

Fire system annunciator keyswitch modules, Model(s) FSASKSM (d)

Fire system annunciator modules, Model(s) FSA-24F, FSA-8F

Internet and Digital Cellular Fire Communicator, Model(s) IPGSM-4G, IPGSM-COM, IPGSM-DP

Internet communicators, Model(s) 7845i-ent, 7845i-entF (c)

Isolation modules, Model(s) ECP-Isolator, VPLEX-VSI

Keyswitches, Model(s) 4146 (a)

LCD keypads, Model(s) 6160CR-2, FA570CR

Polling loop extender modules, Model(s) 4297

Relay Module, Model(s) 4204

RF receivers, Model(s) 5881ENHC

RF transceiver subassemblies, Model(s) 5883H

Sensor Interface Module Gateway, Model(s) 472368

Supervised notification appliance modules, Model(s) 4204CF

Transformers, Model(s) 1451

Universal group zoning multiplex modules, Model(s) 4209U

Wireless transmitters, Model(s) 5817CB

Zone expander modules, Model(s) 4190SN, 4193SN (b), 4193SNP (b)

Zone expander/relay module, Model(s) 4101SN-XX
(a) - Must be installed adjacent to an alphanumeric (English language) keypad, Model 6160CR-2 when used as a fire alarm silencing switch.

(b) - Must be mounted inside control panel cabinet or within a Listed junction box. Supervised Zone is required for Fire. Unsupervised Zone may be used for Burglary.

(c) - For use with Model FOCUS 200 PLUS control unit.

(d) - Keyswitch module must be installed adjacent to FSA unit if remote silence/reset desired.

NOTE - Model numbers may include a prefix or suffix consisting of numbers and/or letters. For use with compatible Listed control unit systems as indicated in the installation instructions.

XX - Where XX indicates enclosure color.
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